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RFK Shooting 

Questions Persist 
By William Farr and John Kendall 

Farr and Kendall are staff writers for the Los Angeles Times, from which 
this article is excerpted. 

* 

L°® ANGELES—Pressure is grow- 
ing to reopen the Robert F. Ken- 

nedy assassination case and address 
again the question, “Was Sirhan Bis- 
hara Sirhan the lone gunman?” 

To most Americans, it must seem 
as if that question has been answered: 
that Sirhan acted alone at 12:15 a.m. 
June 5, 1968, when he enjiptied a re- 
volver at Kennedy in the pantry of 
Los Angeles’ Ambassador Hotel, 

_ The 42-year-old senator, shot down 
in triumph after winning California's 
Democratic presidential primary, died 
about 25 hours later. Sirhan was con- 
victed, sentenced to death, then given 
life in prison. 

Not everyone is satisfied, however, 
with the answer provided early in 
1969 at Sirhan’s three-month trial. To 
a few conspiracy buffs, the answer 
that Sirhan acied alone was never 
satisfactory. Now there is a growing 

‘conspiracy, but rather call for ret 

chorus of those who do not talk about 

examination of apparent anomalies 
in the physical evidence collected ia 
the case, 

Just before his death on June 27, 
Los Angeles District Attorney Josep} 
P. Busch had considered ways to re 
open aspects of the case, possibly 
through a special master appointed 
by the California Supreme Court 
Busch had not changed his opinion, 
He still firmly believed Sirhan wak 
the lone gunman. But, associates said, 
he recognized a possible need te ra 
store public faith that nothing about 
the case remained untold or undi 
covered, 

In recent weeks and months, som 
of the nation’s best-known newspaper 
have published stories examinin 
doubts raised about the assassinatiorf, 

See SIRHAN, Page C5 

SIRHAN, From Page C1 

. ‘Ted Charach, a Los Angeles-based, 

. €anadiap-vorn jovrnalist who early 
“questioned the official version of the as- 
.Sassination, has produced and toured the 
nation with a documentary called “The 
second Gun.” 

‘Last February, Rep. Henry B. Gon- 
valez (D-Tex:) introduced a measure in 
Congress to establish a select commit- 
*tee for a broad investigation of the as- 
sassinations of John and Robert Ken- 

*nedy, the Rev. Martin Luther King and 
the attempted assassination of Gov. 
George C. Wallace. He has 39 co-spon- 
‘sors for the bill. , 
'’ Allard K. Lowenstein, a former con- 
_gressman from New York, who is now 
‘chairman of California’s Fair Political 
Practices Commission, demands that a 
panel of impartial experts ‘be permitted 
to: 

© Refire Sirhan’s gun to check chal 
jenged evidence offered by DeWayne 
Wolfer, chief of the Los Angeles Police 

_Department’s scientific investigation di- 
‘ vision. 

_ © Examine bullet holes in three 
soundproof ceiling panels from the pan- 

. try and in the right shoulder-pad area 
, of Kennedy’s coat to determine the num- 
ber and the direction of bullets which 
struck them, .. 

*. Analyze evidence bullets through a 

‘neutron activation process to determine 

whether all the bullets were fired from 
Sirhan’s gun. 

¢ Read the illustrated, 10-volume sum- 
*mary of the Los Angeles police inves- 
ligation: of the assassination. 

Everyoue Was Certain 
10 THE PROSECUTORS who helped 

‘convict Sirhan and to the police of- 
ficers who investigated the case, it: is 

dudicrous ta question whether Sirhan 

was the only gunman. Was there ever 
2 plainer. case? 

Perhaps $0. to 100 persons were 

‘jammed .in the Ambassador’s pantry 
when Sen. Kennedy was shot. Close 

,iriends and associates were in nearly 
~ physical contact with him. Suddenly, Sir- 
ian rushed across the room, screamed 

~- an oath, reached past an- assistant mai- 
“tre a’ escorting Kennedy and fired at 
“the senator. 

Sirhan wag, eaptured, His gun was 

seized and his captors protected him 
from. entaged members of the crowd. 

Not a single person. who was.in that 
crowded pantry now says anyone beside’ 

Sirhan was seen firing a gun. A tele- 

vision. film runner once said he saw a 

guard fire a weapon, but he has since
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backtracked, = 
At the trial, Sirhan admitted he shot 

. Kennedy, and his attorneys focused at- 
tempts to save his life on grounds of 
diminished mental capacity. 

So what, authorities may well ask 
now, are media types, conspiracy buffs 
and publicity seekers talking about? It’s 
simply ridiculous to say that anyone but 
Sirhan was firing in that pantry. 

Skeptics say, on the other hand, that 
it is precisely because everyone was so 
certain that Sirhan was the lone assassin 
-that the present situation was created. 
They say evidence introduced in the 
irial was not subjected to rigorous cross- 
examination and eyewitness testimony 
which appeared to conflict with the 
prosecution’s case was discounted . or 
ignored. ‘ 

To understand what the doubters are 
questioning and authorities are answer- 
ing, it is perhaps best to consider the 
complicated circumstances in sections. 

The Guns 
IRHAN’S GUN was an Iver-Johnson 
.22 caliber 8-shot Cadet model with 

a short barrel. Number H53725. Sirhan 
asid a few dollars for it second-hand. 
cee wiry, 5-foot 3inch Jordanian 
refugee fought fiercely to keep it. 
To cries of “Get him!” “Get the 

gun!”, some of those near Kennedy 
grappled with Sirhan. Kari Uecker, a 
hefty, 190-pound assistant maitre d’;. 
wrestied ‘Sirhan to a tabletop and hit 
his gun hand against it. . 

Bill Barry, the senator's bodyguard 
who had been escorting Kennedy’s wife; 
Ethel, feught through the crowd and 
twisted the revolver from Sirhan’s hand. 

Criminologist Wolfer testified about 
the gun two days later ata grand jury 
hearing. His expert.testimony was that 
a ‘bullet removed from the area of 
Kennedy’s sixth cervical vertebra and 
another taken from William Weisel’s 
‘abdomen had been fired by the Iver- 
Johnson revolver. 

. four of the seven test bullets which 
Wolfer indicated were fired from Sir- 
han’s gun and reclaimed were intro- 
duced as Exhibit 5B. | 

At Sirhan’s trial— months later — 
Wolfer said that Sirhan'’s gun had fired 
the Kennedy and Weisel evidence bul- 
Jets. Three -test bullets used for com- 
Parison were introduced as Exhibit 55. 

The envelope holding the bullets was 
marked with the gun serial humber 
#418602—not H53725, the number of Sir- 
hat’s gun. The wrong number. was not 
discovered until nearly two years later. 

Pasadena criminologist William Ww. 
Harper, a sometime critic of' Wolfer’s Work, noted it in November; 1970, 
while checking physical evidenee in 
the case at the county clerk’, office. 

In an affidavit dated Dec. 28, 19°70, 
Harper, now 72, ‘concluded that two 
-22caliber guns weet involved in- the 
Kennedy assassination. 

He surmised further that the sena- . 
tor was killed by a shot fired from a Position other than: Sirhan’s, and he Considered it “extremely unlikely” 
that Sirhan even shot Kennedy. 
Both the DA and the police ax- 

plained the ‘wrong serial number on Exhibit 58.as a “clerical error” made 
by Wolfer in confusing the number of a second .22 caliber revolver used for other tests ; 
Because “Sirhan's gun had deen in- troduced as ‘evidence at the grand jury on June 7, 1968, authorities aaid, it was not available for muzzledig. tanee tests made by Wolfer on June : se . 
Therefore, they said,  Wolfer checked out another Iver-Johnson Cadet Model .22 revolver—Number 

H18602—from the police department's property division on June 10, and used it next day to check the range at which Kennedy had been shot. | 
When he later made out Exhibit 55 for the trial, Wolfer wrote H18602 on the. envelope containing three test bullets instead of the’ number of Sir- han’s gun, officials ‘said. 
To skeptics the wrong number raises the possibility. that proper bul- let comparisons were never made. They suggest Sirhan’s gun may have been so badly damaged in the gun- man’s capture it could not be used to test-fire bullets for comparison, 
The Los Angeles Times obtained a Superior Court order a week ago to view physical evidence in the case, in- cluding Sirhan's revolver. The weapon (H53725) appeared from: superficial ex- amination to be operable. © - 
Newsmen representing the Times also found @ notation on Exhibit 5B 

which tends to support the official contention that a clerical error is re. sponsible for the wrong serial num- ber on the test bullets introduced as 
Exhibit 55 at Sirhan’s trial. . 

_ The serial number on 58 intro- duced at the grand jury—four of sey- en test bullets Wolfer said were tired from Sirhan’s revolver—way 53725, the serial number of Sirhan’s gun, The Bullets 
EN... KENNEDY. died in. Good Sa- 
“Mmaritan “Hospital ‘at. 1:44 a.m. June. 

6, 1968. Within'two hours, ‘County Cor- oner Thomas ‘T. ‘Noguchi begar an au-- 
topsy, 

; 
Neouchi found that- 2 bullet had 

DU ay teen 

entered behind Kennedy’s right ear 

and shattered in the brain. Two others 

struck in the right armpit. One exited 

through the right chest, The: other 
stopped at the base of the neck. A 

-fourth bullet passed through the 
shoulder-pad area of the ccat. 

It was the bullet, taken from the 

area of the sixth cervical vertebra that 

Wolfer identified as coming from Sir- 
han’s gun. It was designated as Exhibit 
47 at the trial. z 

Five others in the pantry besides 
Kennedy were shot. Bullets or frag- 
ments were recovered from them all. 

The bullet in the best condition was 

removed from William Weisel’s abdo- — 
men, 

_ At Sirhan’s trial, Wolfer also identi- 
fied the Weisel bullet, Exhibit 54, ‘as 

having been fired from Sirhan’s gun. 

The police expert said he. based his 

conclusions about Exhibits 47 and 54 
on examinations under a comparison 
microscope of individual identifying 
marks common to them and test bul- 
lets fired from Sirhan’s gun. 

Wolfer’s testimony about the evi- 
dence bullets was not challenged then. 
Sirhan’s attorneys stipulated that bul- 
let fragments from Kennedy's brain 
had come from their client's gun. 

It was not until Harper’s affidavit 
on Dec. 28, 1970, that anyone ques- 
fioned Wolfer’s identification. 

Harper, a consulting criminologist 
for 35 years; photographed the Ken- 
nedy and Weisel bullets with the as- 
sistance of an engineer for a company 
which developed the Hycon Balliscan 
camera. This camera produces photo- . 

graphs of the entire circumferences of | 
bullets by rotating thym in phases in 

front of a lens., The: photos then?can | 
be placed side by side for comparison. ~ 

In his affidavit, Harper declared: | 
that his-examination had faile : ar 
close any individual characteristics es. 
tablishing-that the Kennedy and: Wee - 
sel bullets had been fired from the 
same gun. rea 
Furthermore, Harper said, h 

disclosed that the Kennedy bu 
a rifling angle about 23 minut 
per cent greater than the riflin 
of the Weisel bullet. Bullets ar 
ed when they are spun by spi 
grooves built. into a gun’s ‘| E 
stabilize a missile in flight. 
measured these. marks. : 

He went on to conclude, “It is, 
fore, my opinion that bullets 47 and 
could not have been fired from’: 
Same gun.” 

L 

The Los Angeles police board. of 



inquiry appointed to investigate. the 
challenge to Welfer’s competence re- 
ported in October, 1971, that when 
analyzed the importance. -of Harper's | 
23-minute difference ix “questionable. ” 

. Pointing out. that a circle’ is divided 
into 360 degrees and a degree is com- 
posed of 60 minutes, the board noted 
the difference reported by Harper 
amounts to about one-third. of 2: ‘de: 
gree, 

“When the difficulty. of exactly 
aligning the two bullets is realized, 
the minute difference of 23: minutes 
loses its importance,” the board con: 
cluded, e 

But in November, 1973; another: ex: 
pert arrived at the same conclusion as 
Harper: that the Kennedy and Weisel 
builets were not fired from the same 
weapon. 

Herbert Leon ‘MacDonell, director 

Paul Schrade, wounded in the shooting, 

_ there is no evidence .to. 

+ . 

N DEC, 19, 1974, The Washington Post published a story by re- 

porter Ronald Kessler, which began: 
“PASADENA, Calif., Dec. ‘18—The nationally: recognized ballistic 

expert whose claim gave tise to a theory that Robert F. Kennedy 
was not killed by Sirhan . : ishara.. Sirhati-this week admitted - that | 

port his ‘contention. 9°: .. . 
In a letter dated four days. later: the ‘expert;:’ ‘William: -W. Harper, 

wrote The Post: “At no time. did Lever, viipetly or indirectly... 

the various elements of my ‘positi 

Kesslec’s story was based:-on & 

Harper. Harper says. that Kessler 

and distortions.” Kessler. says::that:: 
aupport the story. that was: ‘published: © 
Harper was asked for specifics: ‘to: ‘support: his general: complaint. 

These efforts continued” over: the ‘months by letters: and telephone 
and finally involved The Post's ‘ombudsinan, Charles ‘Seib, who inter- 
viewed Harper at his Pasadena: home. .None of these, efforts. resulted 
in getting agreement on how to present Harper's specific criticisma 
and views, 

has joined former Rep. Allard Lowenstein in urging reopening of the. case... oe 

THE WASHINGTON POST Sunday, July20,1975 8 

Gnii etree, titernadioat > 
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of the Laboratory of Forensic Science 

in Corning, N.Y¥., signed an affidavit 

based on his study of the Harper photo- 
graphs of the evidence bullets. 

MacDonell introduced to the contro- 

versy a new element: cannelures. Can- 
nelures are knurled rings running 

around a builet’s circumference. They 

are placed there in the manufacture. 

MacDonell noted the Kennedy bul- 
let has one cannelure while the Weisel 
bullet has two. Yet shell casings in Sir- 
han’s gun identified the ammunition as 
long-rifle minimags made by Omark- 
C.C.1. of Lewiston, Idaho. He said 

Omark reported to him that it had’ 

never manufactured iong-rifle mini- 

Mag ammunition with less than. two 
cannelures. 

Also, MacDonell said he had found a 
difference in rifling angles of “nearly 

one-half of a degree” between the Ken- 
nedy and Weisel bullets and had failed 

to find matching individual character- 
istics on the two missiles. 

“Overall sharpness of the Kennedy 

bullet suggests’ that it was fired from 
a barrel ‘whose rifling was in far better’ 

condition than the one from which the 

Weisel Dullet was fired,” he said. 
In response to questions posed by 

the Les Angeles Times, the district 

attorney's office challenized the find- 
ings of both MacDonell and Harper. 

Positive’ identification of bullets as - 
‘coming from a:particular weapon rests 

- upon microscopie study of the evi- 
dence, -not photographs, the statement 
said. Furthermore, the DA maintained, 
both. rifling angles and cannelures are 
not “significant” in the positive iden- 
tification of evidence bullets. 

| The. Eyewitnesses 
“EXPERTS are certain Sen. 

: “Kénnedy was shot from a distance 
of: te 3°inches behind the right ear 

di 1to!:6 mches ‘beneath the right 
rm. ‘The: greater numbers are the out- 

A ide’ limits,. according to police expert 
: Wolfer‘ ahd coroner Noguchi. Actually, 
E they estimated the muzzle distances 

: ‘Neatly contact. In @ room. crowded 
: with: 90.to 100 potential witnesses, 
‘about 30° of them. in Kennedy’s imme- 

« diate vicinity. You might i imagine those 
‘ eireumstances offer poor material for 
. controversy. 

, Actually,.to those who question the 

official version, eyewitness accounts 
of the. shooting are cited as persuasive 

evidence that the full story has never 
heen told. 

Some of those near Kennedy have 

sdid the muzzle of Sirhan’s gun never 

came close enough to inflict nearly 

contact wounds. If they are correct, 
then who fired the shots that struck 

Kennedy at point-blank range—as the < 

autopsy shows? A second gunman? 

Police. Chief Ed Davis recently re- 
fused to answer questions about the 
case on grounds that it had been set- 

tled at Sirhan’s trial and in subsequent 
legal actions, including:an appeal; 

In 1971, however, the Los Angeles 
police board of inquiry relied on the 
absence of eyewitnesses to maintain: 
“It is unrealistic at this time to theo- 
vize that a second gun was fired dur- 

ing the assassination. Many people wit 
" nessed this crime, but not one of those 
persons observed a second gunman fir- 
ing a weapon.” 

To the doubters, that police assur) 
ance settled nothing. 

The district attorney’s office insisted 

a week ago that both physical evi- 
dence and eyewitness accounts at Sir- 
han’s trial showed that Sirhan was in 

& position to shoot Kennedy at “vir- 
tually point-blank range.” 

The DA suggested eyewitness ac- 
counts do not coincide in every detail 
because: not all witnesses have the — 

same vantage point; no witness is nec- 
essarily more or less reliable than an- 

other; not all witnesses who testified 
at the trial were asked about muzzle 
distance; not all witnesses were in a 
position to observe each and every. 
detail. 

How Many Shots? 
; IVE PLUS FOUR, equals nine. Sir- 
han fired eight shots. How is it 

that bullets were recovered from five 
victims other than Kennedy and. four. 
bullets either wounded the senator or 
passed through Bis. clothing? That's 
nine. 

The problem _ was “complicated by ‘ 
. disclosure that there wag a bullet hole 

in each of three soundproofing ceiling 
panels hung in the pantry. . 

_ Nine plus three equals 12. 

‘Then, there wag that Associated | 
Press photograph taken June 5, 1968. 
It showed two policemen looking at 
what the caption said was 2 bullet | 
found in a door. frame. at the scene. 

Twelve plus’ one ‘equals 13. 

‘None « of the! equations or “ankwers 

ole,: they say. aa 

The Los. Angeles police 4 department's 
eriminalistics section offered its’ ex- 

planation in a “trajectory study” dated 

July 8, 1968, and later produced a 
schematic drawing supporting these 
conclusions: 

Bullet No. 1: Entered Kennedy's head 
behind the right ear and was later 
recovered from his head. 

Bullet No. 2: Passed through the 
right shoulder pad of Kennedy's coat, 
traveled upward and struck Paul 
Schrade in the forehead. 

Bullet No. 3: Entered the senator’s 

right rear shoulder about seven inches 
from the top of the shoulder and came 
to rest at the sixth cervical vertebra. 

Bullet No. 4; Entered Kennedy’s 
right rear back about one inch to the 
right of bullet No. 3. Then it traveled 
upward and forward, exited in the 
right front chest area, pierced a ceil- 
ing tile and was “lost somewhere in 
the ceiling innerspace.” 

Bullet No. 5: Struck Ira Goldstein 
in the left rear buttock. 

Bullet No. 6 Passed through Gold- 

stein’s left pants leg, struck the ce- 

ment floor and entered Irwin Streli’s 

leg.. 

Bullet No. 7:.Struck William Weisel 

in the left abdomen. 

Bullet No. 8: Struck the plaster ceil- 
ing, ricocheted and hit Elizabeth Evans 
in the forehead. 

As for the AP picture, Wolfer once 
made a statement in a deposition that 
a door frame had been booked as evi- 
dence and examined but the hole in 
it was not made by a bullet. 

. Neither .the pantry arithmetic nor 
Wolfer’s explanation have satisfied 
skeptics, however. They question how 
eight bullets could have made “all 
those holes.” 

Noguchi, told the Los Angeles. Times 
he thought Kennedy’s wounds were 

. consistent, with the position in which 

the senator ant st Sirhan were. placed 

by. authorities, provided the muzzle 

distance was point-blank. 

Critics disagree. They contend, Kem | 

. hedy’s ‘wounds could not have. been 

_inflicted from. Sirhan’s position or.that 
a bullet could have passed through ‘ 

the shoulder-pad.area and hit Schrade. 
Schrade himself says | he . does. not 
understand how he could have’ been 
shot in the way authorities said. - 

1 

\ 

i i 
Responding to questions a week “ago, | 

the district attorney’s office supported 

the police version of the path o¢’ the 
shoulder pador Schrade bullet, ‘The 
DA also. said prosecutors had -relied 
upon a.summary of the bullet. paths 
and a later ‘schematic in Prosecitting 
Sirhan. 

“Tt must be remembered that there
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never was any indication of any other 

person firing in the pantry,” the state 
ment said. 

The left sleeve of Kennedy's coat, ig ) 
missing, and skeptics question that, 

too. They ask how many bullet holea 
might be in the sleeve if it “were 
found. When Wolfer was asked that 
question once in a deposition, he: reas- 
oned that there would be no holes‘in 
the sleeve because the bullets would 
have had to go somewhere in the pan- 
try and none was found. a 

Is There a Solution? _ 
EVEN, ‘YEARS. after the, assassinay 

tion, the: questions. and - the; 

| VEL: De. conclusively. --an-: 
swered? Will someone in official capac: 

ity take steps to erase the doubts? - “ 
The pressure on authorities to deal 

with the dilemma began slowly mount- 
ing last December when Lowenstein 
held a press conférence here. “Essen- - 
tially, Lowenstéin posed the same 
questions that Charach has been tena- 
eiously pursuing for five years, But 
one powerful added ingredient -at- tha - 
press conference was the. release of 
a statement by four of the five per- 

sons who were wounded in the pantry 
that night when the senator was shot. 

Paul Schrade, Ira Goldstein, William 
Weisel and Irwin Stroll made this joint 
statement: 

“Four of us who were wounded. dn 
the assassination of Robert Kennedy 
-have: become convinced of the: “need, 
for a new investigation of this. casey 

Until now, we have strongly ‘resisted’ 

all efforts .to question the obvious’ 
and official version that Kennedy's 
death and our being wounded involved 
only one gunman.” 

The four shooting victims said: Low- 

enstein had. raised serious questions 
“about the substantial discrepancies 
and gaps in evidence which. have- AEs 
ated grave doubts in our minds abaut. 
the official version.” 

Virtually everyone involved in the 

de 
mands. ‘for answers . persist... Ca tHe. 

‘no evidence developed during the: 19771 1 

controversy agrees that the most sub 

stantial question centers on the Sirhan 

gun and the bullets. When and. if-the 
ease ig reopened, the refiring of. the 

gun will have top priority. 

Why have authorities resisted refir- 
ing the weapon? Why not just do: it 
and put an end to all the Speculation 
about the bullet evidence? 

‘The resistance to refiring the weap: 
on is based, at least in part, on- the 
concern that the district attorney's of 
fice has about the “integrity” of the 
ballistics exhibits. 

This position was bolstered by the 
following finding by the 1971 Los. An- 
geles County grand jury: ~ 

“Because the exhibits undér'* 
custody: of the county clerk's officer 
were handled, examined: ‘and -photo- , 
graphed by unauthorized persons, and 
mishandled. by county clerk’s ‘person: 
nel, there exists a reservation -on. the 
part of the grand jury relating to the 
present intewrity of the ballistic: ex: 
hibits. . 

Critics “of the investigation . clatmn | 
that this is a false issue used by the diz. : 
trict attorney’s office to divert: atter- 
tion from key questions, There wes 

grand jury investigation that any. tem- 
pering with exhibits actually occurred, 
but investigators remain gravely on: me 
-cerned about it, . 

And so the debate. goes on. It: seems 

i 
1 

certain that it will not be stilled until : 
the gun is retired, and perhaps. Tot 
even then. 

“God help us,” says acting: District 
Attorney John Howard, “if all the bul- 
let comparisons are. inconclusive after | - 
refiring the gun, Then, someorie will | 
probably come up with a third-otn | 
theory. we 
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